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About This Game

Somewhere between a platformer, a puzzle game and a great big dollop of pure fun, Fly’N will challenge your skills through
more than forty levels set in a luxuriant world featuring charming visuals.

Experiment with the four Buds and their individual powers to save the World-Trees from Dyer, the loony hair-dryer who
intends to destroy their Helys! Redistribute the Helys and play with the environment to free the inhabitants of Helicia.

It’s up to you to control the Buds: four different characters with unique powers, guardians of the World-Trees. Watch out -
Their path is peppered with pitfalls, each one more hazardous than the rest! When you find yourself in a tricky situation, you’ll

have to figure out the right combination of powers and actions that will save the day…

Key Features:
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Experiment with the four Buds and their individual powers to save the World-Trees:

Fly'N uses his singing to interact with his environment and keep moving.

Lyft can stick to almost any wall.

Ywok, once inflated like a balloon, is invincible and bounces everywhere.

Nyls propels himself through the air.

Switch between Innate and Subtle Visions when to find your way through

Redistribute the Helys in order to play with the environment and free the inhabitants of Helicia

Challenge your skills through more than forty levels.

Reach the top tier of the STEAM leaderboards and compare your scores with your friends and the developers.
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Title: Fly'N
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Ankama Games
Publisher:
Ankama Games
Release Date: 9 Nov, 2012

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP 32 Bits

Processor: Single Core 2.4 Ghz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Radeon 2400 Pro or Nvidia 8500 GT, Shader Model 3, 512 MB of video memory

DirectX®: 9.0c

Hard Drive: 1500 MB HD space

Sound: Integrated Sound Card

Additional: Controller recommended

English,German,French,Italian
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